Crypto.com : World’s Fastest
Growing Crypto App
Crypto.com exchange was launched in 2016 and is an affordable,
all in one crypto-currency platform and it strives to make
cryptocurrency a part of everyone’s day to day life . As you
open the website we will see that crypto.com has already 10m+
users across the globe and supports over 90 countries with a
team of 900 members.
So these numbers already says a lot about the company. But
that’s not it.
Crypto.com is selling over 100 crypto-currencies in its
platform at its true price.
It also offers a Visa Card and you can spend with it and
get a really good cashback.
You can do Lending , Staking, Trading, DeFi wallets,
DeFi swaps, native CRO tokens and the Crypto.org opensource permissionless blockchain .

So you would have already known that this company has a lot to
offer to the crypto users across the globe.
Buy/Sell Crypto with fiat
Not only Bitcoin, Ethereum and other top crypto currencies but
crypto.com has 100+ crypto currencies to choose from with 20+
fiat currencies also available to directly trade from.
You can deposit money into your Crypto.com account via an
electronic bank transfer or wire transfer.
Then you can buy and trade the crypto currency that you want
directly from your fiat currency.

Low Fees
As already mentioned how you can deposit money crypto.com app
but you would be glad to know that there is absolutely no fee
in the deposit process
You can also buy and sell cryptocurrencies at a very true
cost, and this makes it one of the better exchanges on the
market and my personal favorite as well.
First 30 days all the services are free for you after that
charges a fee for credit/debit card crypto purchases via its
app but other methods of deposit like wire transfer there will
be no fee at all.
Earn Interest
Crypto.com is not just an exchange where you can buy sell and
trade crypto currencies but you can also build a crypto
portfolio here and can earn up to 14% on your crypto assets.
Believe me, its interest rates are better than any one else in
the market providing similar services. Even its low level
interest rates are better than many companies high yielding
saving accounts.
You can do this buy purchasing its own coin CRO coin, more CRO
you’re willing to stake (aka deposit with Crypto.com), the
better the benefits. So i would say you will have to keep a
lot of your assets in CRO to qualify. You need to stake those
CRO coins. The longer you stake your CRO coins higher the
benefits you will get.
If you are able to invest more that 50,000CRO then the
returns would be the highest but that amount might not
be feasible for many so don’t worry there are many other
offers for you as well.
Deposit for a term of three months to get good
interests.

One month plan are also available but invest in three months
term to get better results.
If you invest in a stable coin that’s why does not
change very much with the time opportunities of getting
much higher interest will be there and you also will not
have to worry about market situations.

Visa Card of Crypto.com
Crypto.com has partnered with the Visa cards and it offers a
large variety of Visa cards to choose from. 5 different card
types are available here and each have its unique features and
benefits.
At the lowest tier, Midnight Blue card holders earn 1% back
(which is paid in CRO) and At the highest tier, Obsidian card
holders earn 8% back.

Higher tier cards offer even more features such as full
reimbursement on monthly subscription fees to services like
Netflix, Spotify, Amazon Prime, and more when you pay for the
service using your crypto card.
Is your money/crypto safe here ?
After all those features that crypto.com app has to offer i
will give you the answer of the most important question for
you that is your money safer here. And the answer is YES !
Crypto.com has all the essential security features that an

exchange could have like multi-factor authentication and antiphishing measures.
According to crypto.com security is built into every aspect of
its business, and systems are stress tested by leading
security firms. It also uses Hacker One, a bug bounty program,
to identify weaknesses.

So go ahead in crypto.com and download the app to start your
journey in crypto world. And if you are already a part of
crypto industry i assure you that now your journey would be
much better here. You can visit there website here as download
the app for android or iOS devices.

